The "Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe" elicits divergent scholarly responses. An apologetic view holds that it is the best of all possible constitutions;' given the current constellations of political forces. Such a viewpoint is countered by a mixed choir of critics for whom the document is simply another treary.? a "nostalgic project,"> or a merely "semantic constitution."4 Some even believe that the recourse to constitutional rhetoric endangers the rational substance of the European status quo; " others fear that this very conceptuality could be damaged.s The present chapter endeavors to find a third approach. It offers a critical stance as regards the unfortunate, phraseological, sometimes even ideological language of the Constitutional Treaty. Simultaneously, the constitutional text is taken seriously in its normative statements. This approach aims to reconstruct the document from a point of view wh ich dep icts it, despite its contradictions, as a project with a rightful place in the tradition of Western constitutionalism.
The following thoughts focus on the relationship between the unity of and differentiation within the European constitution. Elements promoting unity are to be understood, here, as those normative structures that contribute to shaping a polity into a formall y unified and substantively coherent order. The line of inquiry asks: which normative facts make it possible to speak of a unified constitutional order of the EU? In complement to the concept of unity, this article uses the concepts of differentiation (in the sense of variability) and incoherence (in the sense of fragmentation)." This topic should not be confused with that of "uniformity versus diversity", that is, in the given context, the federal balance between the Union and its Member States." The relationship of the two sets of issues is beyond the scope of the present discourse." Section B. substantiates the assertion that the Constitutional Treaty 's significance is to be seen in its nature as a motor for increased legal and Jiirgen Bast eds., 2006), connecting to the typology of Karl Loewenstein, Political Power and the Governmental Process 203 (1957 The relationship is more complex than generally assumed. Normatively, little speaks for the assumption that diversity is best protected by incoherence. For an opposing tendency, see Krisch, supra note 3.
